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John Currin, Crystal’s Friend, 2011, oil on canvas, 24 × 18 inches (61 × 45.7 cm)

January ��, ����

There’s a kind of a distortion that happens with adoration. 
 —John Currin

Gagosian is pleased to present an exhibition of paintings and works on paper by John Currin, made

between ���� and ����.

Throughout his career, Currin has searched for the point at which the beautiful and the ugly are

held in perfect balance. With his mastery of graphic and painterly techniques, combined with a

predilection for the extreme, the humorous, and the ribald, his subjects challenge social and sexual

taboos while subverting the historical linearity of artistic genres. References to Old Master portraits,

pinups, pornography, and B-movies are channeled into ideational yet perverse images of women,

from lusty nymphs to dour matrons.

Several paintings in this exhibition from different junctures in Currin’s trajectory reveal evolutions

in technique and subject matter. Miss Fenwick (����) depicts a mature blond woman in a simple

blue dress, her smoothly painted body contrasting with the thick brushstrokes used for her face,

which imparts a sense of desiccation and decay. With this simple contrast in texture, Currin
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suggests the dark undercurrents of social conventions, interrupting the contours of femininity with

the charged idea of age. In Young Woman on a Lounger (����), the woman’s long red hair frames her

porcelain-skinned face as she gazes softly out at the viewer. And yet, despite the model’s sensual

pose and careless affect, Currin’s slight distortions tip the painting toward the grotesque.

In ����–�� Currin’s paintings were exhibited at the Frans Hals Museum in the Netherlands

alongside masterpieces by the Dutch Golden Age painter Cornelis van Haarlem, revealing the clear

historical links between the two artists’ treatment of flesh, surface texture, light, and shadow. These

themes were explored afresh in ���� with Gagosian’s special presentation of Currin’s drawings at

Frieze New York. The career-spanning selection of graphic works exposed the complex networks of

historical and pop cultural references (as well as the simple jokes) that come together seamlessly in

Currin’s paintings. Chosen from over a hundred sketchbooks and notepads, the drawings—studies

for prints and paintings, as well as still lifes, portraits, and loose watercolors, gouache, charcoal, ink,

and pencil—show the evolution of Currin’s conceptual approach to the depiction of the human

figure, concurrent with the development of his singular artistic process.

John Currin was born in ���� in Boulder, Colorado, and lives and works in New York. Collections

include the Museum of Modern Art, New York; Whitney Museum of American Art, New York;

Museum of Contemporary Art, Los Angeles; Hirshhorn Museum and Sculpture Garden,

Washington, DC; Walker Art Center, Minneapolis; Art Institute of Chicago; Des Moines Art Center,

IA; Tate, London; and Centre Pompidou, Paris. Exhibitions include Works on Paper, Des Moines Art

Center, IA (����, traveled to Aspen Art Museum, CO); Museum of Contemporary Art, Chicago

(����, traveled to Serpentine Gallery, London; and Whitney Museum of American Art, New York,

through ����); DHC/ART, Montreal (����); John Currin meets Cornelis van Haarlem, Frans Hals

Museum, Haarlem, Netherlands (����–��); and Paintings, Museo Stefano Bardini, Florence, Italy.
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